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For Nora Grey, romance was not part of the plan. At least, not until Patch came along. With his easy

smile and probing eyes, Nora is drawn to him against her better judgment. But after a series of

terrifying encounters, NoraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not sure who to trustÃ¢â‚¬â€•she canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t decide

whether she should fall into PatchÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s arms or run and hide from him. And when she tries to

seek some answers, she finds herself near a truth more unsettling than any feeling Patch evokes.

For Nora stands amid an ancient battle between the immortal and those who have

fallenÃ¢â‚¬â€•and choosing the wrong side will cost her life.
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Grade 9 UpÃ¢â‚¬â€•High school sophomore Nora Grey, a dedicated student striving for a college

scholarship, lives with her widowed mother in a country farmhouse outside Portland, ME. When

Patch, her new biology partner, is suddenly thrust into her life, Nora is both attracted to his charm

and put off by his inexplicable awareness of her thoughts. Eventually, she learns that he is a fallen

angel who wants to become human. She is susceptible to his control, but other forces are at work

as well, and Nora finds herself caught in the middle of dangerous situations and unexplainable

events. The premise of Hush, HushÃ¢â‚¬â€•that fallen angels exist and interact with humans on

EarthÃ¢â‚¬â€•is worthy of contemplation and appealing to teens. But stories with such supernatural

themes require that the details of day-to-day life be realistic and believable. Unfortunately, most

readers won't be convinced that a mother whose husband has recently been murdered would leave



her daughter alone overnight in their home far from the nearest neighbor or that a school counselor

would be replaced by someone whose credentials were not checked. While teens may enjoy the

scenes of tension and terror, most will be disappointed by characters without dimension and the

illogical sequence of events.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Sue Lloyd, Franklin High School, Livonia, MI Copyright Ã‚Â©

Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to

the Hardcover edition.

"A gripping chiller... Fitzpatrick regularly tweaks the tension, resulting in a fast-paced, exhilarating

read. Nora's tempestuous relationship with prototypical bad boy Patch is genuinely, even unsettling

seductive- fans of paranormal romance should be rapt." - Publishers Weekly"A thrilling debut."

--Kirkus Reviews"Horror and romance fans who are weary of the werewolf (and vampire) next door

will welcome this new take on the heart of darkness." --Booklist""Hush, Hush" has great

atmosphere, and had me wondering where in the world -- or out of the world -- this story could go. If

the guys had been this dangerous and delicious when I was in high school, I would never have

wanted to graduate! I see more fallen angel stories coming from this talented writer." -- Sandra

Brown, bestselling author of "White Hot" and "Smoke Screen"

I've wavered on reading Hush, Hush for a while now. The thing that finally pushed me into reading it

was discovering Fitzpatrick is a Colorado girl, like myself. I went into Hush, Hush with low

expectations. I had seen reviews that absolutely loved it and ones that ripped it apart. To err on the

side of caution, I tried to not think too much about how I thought it would go. Hush, Hush had a bit of

a slow start, but it definitely sucked me in by the end.The story itself wasn't overly confusing, but it

wasn't simple either. There are a lot of players and a lot of suspicion going around. It makes for an

intense read that I didn't want to put down. I didn't want to have to break up any part of the novel,

afraid I'd miss some little detail when I started reading again.Fitzpatrick dove right into the story, but

the beginning still felt a little slow. I wasn't able to understand the Nora-Patch connection and for a

little while, it felt more awkward than anything else. But eventually, the story falls into a groove and

things started to make sense. I could see the Patch that was hidden for the first part of the novel

and I started to really like him. I'm not completely head over heels for him yet, but he's definitely on

my list.I was able to connect with Nora right away. She's a very likable girl, even though she has a

couple moments of teen stupidity. I liked that she had those moments. It made her the 16 year old

girl she's supposed to be. I think that's what I liked best about her. She wasn't overly mature, but

she wasn't the complete opposite and dumber than a doorknob. She's a 16 year old girl, through



and through.I'm very happy I finally gave in and gave Hush, Hush a read. It was an enticing fallen

angel story and I'm greatly looking forward to reading the rest of the series.

Hush, Hush by Becca Fitzpatrick deserves a solid 5 star rating! Just the prologue is intense enough

to make me want to read the book in one sitting. I have heard nothing but great things about the

Hush, Hush series from my library patrons. Nora and Vee are best friends in their sophomore year

of high school. A new student, Patch, becomes Nora's desk partner in biology class. He is

mysterious and stubborn and Nora finds him exasperating, but there is something about him that

won't let Nora get Patch out of her mind. Strange things keep happening to her, causing her to be

spooked and cautious. She meets Elliot, a new student and she believes he's hiding a sinister past.

The mystery builds and, as Nora touches Patch's v-shaped scar on his back, she gets pulled into a

vision. The danger and suspense become intense and Nora finally learns the truth about her past

and Patch's. 5 stars for this engrossing supernatural story!

I personally love this book. It's a great thrilling, romantic, funny and everyone can relate to parts of

it. Ok so I love to read. I've read 24 books this school year, and I've gotta say this is one of the best.

This, Maximum Ride by James Paterson, The Kane Chronicles by Rick Riordan, and The Giver by

Lois Lowry. So if your looking for a book with character, suspense, and drama, READ THIS BOOK.

***SPOILER FREE***I've mostly heard awful reviews for this book and because of that I almost

never read it. Personally, I thought it was a pretty good book! I didn't think it was cheesy, or poorly

written. It was a little slow moving for probably half of the book, but it still held my attention and I was

totally hooked the entire time. Some stuff was a little predictable, but some stuff I totally didn't see

coming and was pleasantly surprised by some of the events revealed near the end.I had been

reading a lot of romance novels lately and was so over books where the entire story-line is the love

story between the two characters. Where the whole book is how they are thinking of each other,

wanting to be with each other, and nothing else in between. I needed a story that was about more

than just that. I loved how this book had a very slow, believable build-up to a romantic relationship

and even then, it still isn't the fore-front of the entire story. It was a nice change.I was not impressed

with the audiobook, though. The lady's voice is beautiful and has real potential. Unfortunately, she

just puts emphasis on the wrong words in the wrong places of sentences and I found myself trying

to re-do the tone in my mind over and over again. I also hated how much of an air head she made

Vee out to be and how Patch's voice always sounded bored. It made it hard to fall for him in the



story. If she can get the tone of her characters under control and put the correct emphasis on words

in the right places in sentences, then I think she'll be an amazing narrator! I didn't have a lot of time

to read this myself and since I didn't like the narrator, I listened to other books in between trying to

find time to read this one myself. While listening to other books, I was wishing I could be reading this

one. My point being, that it was good enough that when I wasn't reading it, I was thinking about it

and really wanting to read it to find out what was going on.

I love this book so much!!! I recommend this book for anyone who wants a mysterious romance!

Also, i really liked the plot because in my opinion I'm so sick of the vampires and werewolves. This

book is clearly unique. If you're looking for an interesting read, i suggest you give this book a go!
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